VACUUMS
ProForce® 1500XP HEPA
The
ProForce® 1500XP is designed specifically to provide exceptional cleaning. Premium
quality on-board tools and high-performance dual motor system offers convenience and
durability for optimal efficiency and maximum effectiveness now with HEPA Level Filtration.

Sanitaire 16" Upright Vacuum with Shake Out Bag
The 16-inch wide cleaning path and easy maintenance features deliver a speedy and
thorough clean. The no-tools, shake-out bag system and the QuickKleen fan chamber
make this upright a top choice of the commercial cleaning industry. The long-life motor and
Vibra-Groomer Brushroll also contribute to this units reputation as a workhorse.

Sanitaire Upright Vacuums

PPR200 Cannister Vacuum
The new design of the PPR series has lead to significant advances in energy consumption
as well as overall vacuum performance. They consume 40% less energy than previous
models while improving performance by 20%. This is all thanks to the new 680 watt
vacuum motor with a 2000+ hour life. The noise level on the PPR series has also changed
to 45/47 dB(A) which makes these units excellent for daytime cleaning.

Super Coach Pro® 6
The next generation in cleaning comfort. Ergonomic backpack design with patent pending
FlexFit™ articulating harness increases range of motion, reduces fatigue, and improves
productivity. New triangular shape fits closer to the body and moves with the user, reducing
the chance of bumping into doorways, walls, or furniture. The die-cast aluminum tri-latch
system assures air performance. Four Level Filtration w/HEPA captures 99.97 percent of
particulates 0.3 microns or larger, including fine carbon dust from the motor, for improved
IAQ. Due to the angle of rear exhaust filters, the unit will not disturb papers on desks as it
passes.

HX14
Protecting your carpet investment requires a powerful and dependable vacuum. The HX14
upright vacuum was designed from the ground up to be reliable, versatile and yet cost
effective. This dual motor unit boasts a 1000 watt vacuum motor providing 118” of water lift
and 63 cfm of air flow. The brush roll turns at 4500 rpm and the flat belt is designed to
exceed 500 hours of use. The HX 14 is extremely light and easy to maneuver and lays flat
on the floor to get underneath beds and furniture. The 4 stage standard filtration helps
improve indoor air quality and the bag full indicator informs the operator when to change
the bag. To protect the motor it will not run without a bag.

WVD1802P
Powerful dual 1.0 Hp vacuum motors with 2 year warranty providing excellent water
recovery. Motors provide 90" waterlift and 160 CFM of airflow. Structural foam tank comes
complete with a 10 year warranty. Dump tube that permits quick and convenient emptying
to a floor drain. For wide area cleaning can be fitted with a 29" front mounted squeegee kit.
Float activated sump pump allows continuous pumping of fluid without interrupting the
vacuuming process. Ideal for floods, water pipe ruptures, drain back-ups and industrial
spills. Pumps water at a rate of 60 gallons per minute.
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